Below are the answers to questions that occurred for the Extension remodel bid (B1800135).

1. If we elect to replace the ceiling grid entirely versus repainting, is that acceptable?
   ANSWER: Yes.

2. What type of ceiling grid panels are acceptable?
   ANSWER: Must meet the same type as viewed during pre-bid (existing installed) as was viewable during pre-bid meeting.

3. Is floor prep required?
   ANSWER: Yes.

4. Are the existing ceiling speakers to be reused?
   ANSWER: Yes. This system is operational now and must be reinstalled and protected during construction.

5. Are we to “adjust” the ceiling grid so it is all level?
   ANSWER: Yes.

6. On item #10 it states to Re-Lamp the fixtures. Can you define this?
   ANSWER: After re-lamping all fixtures shall have new ballasts and bulbs for a T-8 configuration.